International Speaker Karen Davis, RDH, BSDH is founder of Cutting Edge Concepts®. With insightful humor and how-to information, she delivers the timely and effective messages dental industry members need to succeed in today’s world. Karen is also a practicing dental hygienist in Dallas, Texas. Karen received her Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene from Midwestern State University. She has served on numerous advisory boards in the profession, and is considered a Key Opinion Leader to several corporations.

*Dentistry Today* has recognized Karen as a “Top Clinician in Continuing Education” annually since 2006. She is an accomplished author and continues to share her passion for practicing on the cutting edge of the profession.

If **you’re ready** to BUILD stronger patient relationships, ADAPT to an ever-changing world, FINE-TUNE smart business practices and CREATE a powerful, cohesive TEAM within your organization – then contact Karen today! She’s just what your event or organization has been looking for!

Karen’s Keynote Topics

Karen Davis brings timely, innovative and insightful messages to the stage that leaves audiences laughing, learning and leveraging the information she delivers to create vital change and implement success strategies within their organizations.

**Here are her top requested topics…**
- America’s Sweet Tooth Obsession & Its Impact on Oral & Systemic Health
- Creating the Ultimate Doctor-Patient Hygiene Exam
- Think Outside the Mouth – Treatment Planning for Nonsurgical Periodontal
- Oral Cancer Screenings – If Not You, Then Who? Interactive Workshop
- Antioxidant Arsenals for the Management of Dental Diseases
- It’s Not What You Say – Or Is It? Communication & Enrollment Skills for the Dental Team

“Karen Davis captures her audience with enthusiasm and Texas charm! Her engaging speaking style challenges the audience to reach beyond their potential and deliver exceptional, practical patient care! An attendee will leave her course overflowing with information and practical knowledge that will make an immediate impact on your dental practice and also your personal life.” - Gary Ackerman, DDS

[www.KarenDavis.net](http://www.KarenDavis.net)  
(972) 669-1555